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Brilliance Corporation, United States, 2013. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. abridged edition. 140 x
132 mm. Language: English . Brand New. On a dusty highway just north of the United States/Mexico
border, a man named Mike Finnegan is struck by a fast-moving vehicle and flung into the desert.
Miraculously, he survives and winds up in a hospital in the tiny border town of Buenavista,
seemingly in full possession of his faculties including the eerie ability to understand events
happening well outside the view from his hospital bed. Charlie Hood joins a Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms task force patrolling the iron river, where illegal guns flow from United
States dealers to the Mexican drug business. Hood is part of a stakeout team when a federal officer s
bullet kills an innocent boy. The boy happens to be the son of Benjamin Armenta, head of the Gulf
Cartel and one of the most violent men in the world. Armenta s thirst for vengeance even in routine
business matters is well known. His hired killers are credited with many of the murders and
beheadings of the fifteen thousand people who have died in the cartel wars along the border in
recent years....
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is indeed gripping and intriguing. It is actually writter in basic terms and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to explain how here
is the greatest publication we have read through during my own lifestyle and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Er vin Cr ona-- Er vin Cr ona

A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a  DDS
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